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Team Manager 

 Function Organisation of the team so that it attends each match on time and has an enjoyable 
game. 

   
 Duties 1. Check player availability and team numbers each week to ensure that the 

team is full. (Ideal is 11-12 players with 8 minimum) 
2. Phone players who miss a match without notice to encourage their interest 

and retention. 
3. Assist the coach to supervise team practice and drills and warm-up prior to 

start of match. 
4. Assist the coach to manage player positions, player rotation and substitutions 

during matches with the aim of developing each player and achieving 
competition success. 

5. Look after and bring to each game, the teams’ goalkeeper stick, pad and 
helmet. 

6. Attend 3 – 4 junior committee meetings during the season. 
7. Actively promote club social and fundraising events with both parents and 

players.  
   
Assistant Team Manager 

 Function Assist team manager with team Organisation, presentation and morale. 
   
 Duties 1. Distribute and keep records of team uniforms and liaise with players to 

achieve good team presentation. 
2. Arrange team transport roster for away games. 
3. Bring team’s referee / umpire shirt and whistle to each game. 
4. Arrange roster of team members to supply oranges for half time refreshment. 
5. Supervise players to bring out & set-up or dismantle & put away goals, scorer 

table and benches at home games (if applicable) 
   
Team Scorer 
 
 Function Keep the game time and scores for matches and keep season player records. 
   
 Duties 1. Look after and bring to each game the team scorebook, time clock, whistle and 

match balls. 
2. Fill out player details on team sheet and keep match time and match score 

each week. 
3. Lodge completed match scoresheet with club at completion of each game. 
4. Retain all scoresheet duplicates and write up and retain summary of player 

attendance and performance statistics for club records. 
 
 


